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1 Introduction

This paper gives an overview of a multi-agent system simulating a team of cowboys to compete in the Multi-Agent Programming Contest 2009. This edition of the contest uses a “Cows and Herders” scenario, similar to the 2009 contest but now extended with fences that require cooperation and coordination to be opened. In the previous contests we tested and improved *Jason* and its integration with other tools, in particular the organisational platform provided by Moise\(^*\). *Jason* \(^2\) is an interpreter for an agent-oriented programming language that extends AgentSpeak(L) \(^6\). The language is inspired by the BDI architecture \(^7\), therefore based on notions such as beliefs, goals, plans, intentions, etc. Moise\(^*\) is an organisational framework \(^5\) that includes: (i) a language used to program the organisation of the MAS with concepts such as groups, roles, missions, global goals; and (ii) a platform that provides the necessary services for the agents to manage and operate within organisations.

The participation in the last contests has contributed to our experience both in programming agents with *Jason* and in using BDI concepts. In the 2006 contest, the focus was on creating agent plans \(^1\), which resulted in rather reactive agents. In the 2007 contest, the focus was on (declarative) goals \(^3\), leading to more pro-active, goal-directed agents. In the 2008 contest, the focus was on the definition of the organisation of the MAS, leading to more social-aware agents \(^4\); instead of communication only (as in previous years), roles, groups, and common goals were also considered in the last edition of the multi-agent programming contest.

This year, we were motivated to continue to improve and evaluate the integration of *Jason* with other technologies. Besides agents and organisation, we had hoped to
also use artifacts that could help the agents in shared tasks [9]. Artifacts provide mechanisms to externalise functions that currently are implemented as internal actions in Jason. The system would therefore be developed in three dimensions: agents (using declarative goals), organisation (using groups, roles, and shared goals), and artifacts (using external, coordinating operations). Our objective in participating in this contest was originally twofold: (i) to continue to test and improve Jason and its integration with other tools (Mosec+ and CArtAgO); (ii) evaluate the use of artifacts in the development of the team. Due to lack of time, we had to drop the use of artifacts in the implemented team for this edition of the agent contest, and have left it for future work (hopefully for the next edition).

2 System Analysis and Design

It is clear, from the description of the scenario, the importance of cowboys working as a coordinated team. It would be very difficult for a cowboy alone to herd a group of cows. As in the previous edition, we adopted a strategy strongly tied to the notion of group of agents where issues such as spatial formation, membership, and coordination would be emphasised.

The overall analysis of the team is the same used in the previous contest, since the scenario is very similar; we refer the reader to [4] as in the space available we can only discuss the main additions to team developed for the last edition of the agent contest. The organisational structure of the team is specified in Fig. 1 using the Mosec+ notation. Compared to the previous edition, the structural specification now has two new roles, called gatekeeper1 and gatekeeper2. This scenario requires two agents to cooperate to open the fence to allow their team members and cows to pass, and they also need to coordinate their action, as discussed below.

The two new roles created are used to handle the new feature of the scenario for this edition of the competition of fences that agents and cows need to pass through. They are the key roles in the new Mosec+ scheme called Pass-Fence (see Figure 2) which is
used when a group of agents need to pass through a gate with a closed fence. When an exploring or herding group perceives a fence in their chosen path, the agents playing these two special roles within the groups will know the goals they have to do to ensure the group passes safe through the gate. The agent playing the gatekeeper1 role is sent to the position where the first switch (the one on the side where the agents currently are) can be activated. This allows the agent playing the gatekeeper2 role to go through the gate and position itself where the second switch can be activated (i.e., on the other side of the fence). When all agents of the group have passed through the gate, the scheme is finished. Table 1 briefly presents the goals that agents are obliged to achieve when playing one of the new roles (remember that we are not presenting here the part of our solution that was already described in [4]); the goals are part of the first_switch and second_switch missions as shown in Figure 2.

There is a further complication with the fences in this scenario which is when two groups of the team need to cross the same gate. To handle this, before creating an instance of the pass_fence scheme, the second gatekeeper will always check with all team members (through communication) whether another group already has an active instance of such scheme, and if so, instead of creating another instance, the second gatekeeper will contact its counterpart in the group that is already in the process of passing that gate. The currently acting gatekeeper will then wait for all agents in both groups to pass through the gate and only then terminate the scheme. When the scheme

---

**Table 1. The New Organisational Goals of the Team.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Goal Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gatekeeper1</td>
<td>goto_switch1(X,Y)</td>
<td>position itself where the switch can be activated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wait_gatekeeper2</td>
<td>keep on activating the first switch until the other gatekeeper has reached its destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pass_fence</td>
<td>once the second gatekeeper is at its position, this agent can already go and join the rest of its group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gatekeeper2</td>
<td>goto_switch2(X,Y)</td>
<td>position itself where the switch at the other side of the fence can be activated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wait_for_other_to_pass</td>
<td>this agent is the one that needs to wait until all team members, in any groups, who wanted to pass that fence at that time, have done so</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
terminates, the acting second gatekeeper joins the group again, who go on to resume whatever they were doing (either exploring or herding).

Although we have some global constraints over the agents’ behaviour (based on the roles they are playing), they are autonomous to decide how to achieve the goals assigned to them. While coordination and team work are managed by the Moise* tools, the autonomy and pro-activeness are facilitated by the BDI architecture of our agents implemented in Jason. Regarding communication (required, for example, for the share_seen_cows goal), we use speech-act based communication available in Jason.

3 Software Architecture

We initially planned to use artifacts to encapsulate two functions in our solution: integration with the contest simulator and maintenance of a shared view of the scenario. These were the two artifacts we wanted to implement. The first artifact would replace the customised Jason agent architecture we used to interface our agents with the simulator. In that new version, each agent would have access to the InterfaceArtifact that would provide, as observable properties, the current perception provided by the simulator to the agent, and, as an operation, the capability to send the actions of the agent back to the contest simulator. This artifact would also responsible for encapsulating all network issues, like reconnection, login, failure handling, etc.

The second artifact would be the PathArtifact. The motivation for this artifact is to have a shared representation of the scenario instead of each agent having its own representation. In the previous contest edition, we used broadcast messages: for each seen cow/obstacle, a message is broadcast so that all other team members can update their representation. This is a quite expensive solution in terms of communication. With this new artifact, for each seen cow/obstacle, an operation is triggered in the PathArtifact to update the scenario state. This operation may be triggered either by the agents or directly by the InterfaceArtifact. Other useful operations such as ‘find path’ would be implemented in this artifact so that the agents do not need to internally keep a representation of the world. The implementation and deployment of the artifacts was to be done with the CArtAgO platform [8].

4 Agent Team Strategy

1. Navigation algorithms. As in previous teams, we use the A* algorithm to find paths and avoid obstacles.
2. Describe the team coordination strategy (if any). The coordination is based on shared global goals and global plans as defined in Moise*.
3. Does your team strategy use some distributed optimisation technique w.r.t., e.g., minimising distances walked by the agents? In general, no, but in future work negotiation techniques might be used to find out good global solutions. At the individual level, A* finds optimal paths.
4. Describe and discuss the information exchanged (and shared) in the agent team. The more information (specially obstacles and fences) about the scenario is available for A*, the better it performs. So when an agent perceives an obstacle or a fence, it communicates that information to all team members.
5. Describe the communication strategy in the agent team. Can you estimate the communication complexity in your approach? We have not yet formally defined the communication protocols.

6. Did your system do some background processing? By background processing we understand some computation which happened while agents of the team were idle. No.

7. Possibly discuss additional technical details of your system such as failure/crash recovery and alike. We associate an “angel” to each agent; the angel checks if the agent is blocked/crashed and then tries to solve the problem automatically.

5 Conclusion

Due to lack of time, we have not been able to implement the planned integration with CArtAgO. This would have made some parts of the implementation of our team (e.g., the sharing of spatial information) more elegant. The added feature of “fences” in the latest scenario of the agent competition lead to significant extra complexity in the scenario. However, our final solution remains compact and elegant because the high-level code at the organisational and agent levels remain essentially the same with the addition of only two extra roles and five new goals that agents playing those roles are required to achieve. It remains future work to implement the use of artifacts and make a thorough evaluation of the overall approach combining three of the most prominent agent development techniques.
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